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  Which language are speaking he European Union Commissary and 
italian  Minister Maroni when they talk to each other? There is a wide 
choice among the 27 languages recognized by the European Union. But 
it seems that mr. Maroni is not able to make himself understood, since 
mrs. Malstrom said something incredible: that Italy refused the help that 
it was offered to deal with the migration wave. Please, dear lady! Surely 
Italy asked something that the European Union was supposed to do 
immediately – without being asked – since the borders of Italy also are 
the borders of Europe. But it is clear that this Europe exists only on 
paper and in Treaties. The trip of the fluffy “foreign Minister” of the 
European Union is almost laughable: she is the weak representative of a 
non-existing State. Being a woman, she is the least appropriate person: 
no muslim governor will consider her seriously, since he in not even 
touching her hand because he does not want to be “contaminated”. And 
– according to the Koran – he considers her “one step below”.

 Now let us come back to “reality”: a very grave situation that we must 
face without illusions. The project of including in Europe the so called 
“mediterranean countries” blew up long before it started to be 
accomplished. Because – as all the projects of the Union – it was a paper 
dream of power, and a tribute to the Geopolitics that since the times of 
Hitler always proved to be doomed to fail. Geopolitics and the projects of 
the European Union lack one basic ingredient: peoples. Even if these 
countries are bordering the Mediterranean Sea, their peoples are 
completely different from us: they are muslims, they have a tribal 
organization and therefore they always are at war one against the other 
–  their people and their pseudo-governments. First of all, Italy has to 
abandon the inclusive and protective approach of the European Union; it 
must reestablish its national borders, suspend the dreadful Schengen 



Treaty, a treaty that a country like Italy – whose borders are open to any 
type of landing –should have never undersign.

 And of course borders must be protected at sea with patrols and ships, 
in our area and without the consent of Tunisia or of any other country, 
since they already said that they will not accept any interference in their 
own areas. Is seems obvious that it makes no sense to let Tunisia 
proclaim the pride of its own territory, while Italy cannot do the same. 
And then as always someone will scream asking solidarity with the 
“poor” and the “desperate” that are fleeing; they will appeal to the duty 
of accepting the refugees, and remember a series of rules that Europe 
created to show that it is the most perfect and generous Democracy of 
all. The Italian Government must not listen to these voices, because its 
first duty is to safeguard and protect the life and the goods of the 
Italians. Something that it will be very difficult to do, even using the 
utmost strictness.

 Now we just have to consider this situation in its real terms: what is 
happening in Africa, in the European East, in the Middle East is just 
apparently caused by local rebellions, by terrorist movements, by tribal 
feuds or inner military fights for power. The real cause lies behind these 
events, although nobody is paying attention to the analysis of historians, 
or to the reports of economists, politicians and journalists that have been 
experiencing this reality for many years. The upheavals that occurred in 
Albania, Romania, Greece, Somalia, Tunisia, Algeria and now in Egypt – 
the most dramatic one because in a way it marks a sort of final crisis – 
have been prepared and were given a start on purpose, so that Europe 
would be invaded, upset and finally destroyed in its cultural and political 
essence. This means that the final goal of the European Union was the 
destruction of national States through mass immigration, in order to 
annihilate the european identity.
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